ADMINISTRATOR

Administrator to:
- Provide **Account ID & Join Password**
- Enroll / add lecturers manually

INSTRUCTOR

Once instructor created a class, instructor can:
- Provide students with **Class ID & Enrolment Password**, and student will enroll by themselves
- Enroll / add students manually

STUDENT

Once enrolled into class, students can start submitting papers
GETTING STARTED

4 EASY STEPS:

STEP 1
Create Your User Profile (one-time only)

STEP 2
Create Class

STEP 3
Create Assignment

STEP 4
Submit Paper

INSTRUCTORS ACCOUNT

STUDENTS ACCOUNT

Instructors to obtain Account ID & Join Password from the institution’s Turnitin Administrator

Instructor to provide students:
• CLASS ID
• ENROLMENT PASSWORD

Students to enroll in the class using the Class ID & Enrolment Password provided by the instructor. Once enrolled, students can start submitting papers.